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EQUANS ANZ expands its service delivery with Adelaide Airport 

EQUANS ANZ will expand its facilities management delivery at Adelaide Airport after being awarded the 
contract to also manage its Fire Protection Services.  

Since 2007, EQUANS has worked with Australia’s fifth biggest airport, delivering routine and reactive 
HVAC maintenance services across the highly critical facility which occupies an 800-hectare site, 7km 
from the city’s CBD.   

Since the onset of COVID-19, the partners have worked closely together to develop a hybrid approach to 
facilities management services to adapt to the low occupancy and activity at the airport, which has 
included minimising running and maintenance. The flexible and collaborative approach over the last 18 
months underlines the strong working relationship between EQUANS and airport management.  

The new Fire Protection contract will cover planned preventative, reactive and ad hoc services, the wet, 
dry, passive and portable fire protection equipment. 

As the airport ramps up activity, EQUANS will continue to work collaboratively and flexibly with the 
airport. This latest contract is a strong example of the company’s ability to rapidly increase service 
delivery to meet changing customer demand.  

Speaking about the contract with Adelaide Airport, Michael Coley, Head of Strategic Business 
Development at EQUANS ANZ, said: 

“We are proud of our record of delivery and our strong relationship with Adelaide 
Airport. As the terminal expansion continues, it is an exciting time for the facility, and 
we are happy to be playing a role in that process. This contract is also a result of our 

strong record of delivery, and we thank the airport for continuing to entrust FM services 
to us at this critical part of Adelaide metropolitan infrastructure.”    

 

About EQUANS ANZ  
EQUANS Australia & New Zealand is leading the way in multi-technical building services with divisions 
across audio visual, mechanical, fire, communication & electrical solutions. 

Employing 1,000 people and part of a global leader operating in 17 countries, we specialise in improving 
energy performance in the industrial, public and commercial building sectors through developing and 
implementing cost-saving smart energy and environmental efficiency services. 
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